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Fleur De Lis Cushion
Finished size 15 x 15cm
Materials:
‘Old Gold VD3852’ DMC Diamant Thread
‘Copper VD301’ DMC Diamant Thread
‘Olive VD140’ DMC Diamant Thread
‘Light Gold VD3821’ DMC Diamant Thread
Navy 14 count Aida Cloth 20x20cm
Tapestry Needle
Two 18x18cm pieces of fabric for cushion ft & bk
Toy Filling
Stitching:
Embroider Fleur de lis using Cross Stitch with 1 strand
of metallic thread.
Assembly:
Making Cushion
Trim finished piece to 13.5 x 13.5cm square and
stitch it onto the front of the cushion by stitching border
around fleur de lis image using 1 strand of copper.
With right sides together stitch back and front of the
cushion together along the edge leaving small opening
on one side. Turn it inside out, insert fibre filling and
hand stitch the opening.
Make 4 Light Gold tassels and attach them to each
corner of the cushion if desired.
Making Tassels
1. Take 2 pieces of straight cardboard approx. 4cm
high and sandwich 30cm piece of Light Gold thread
between. The height of the cardboard corresponds to
the overall height of the tassel.
1.

2. Wrap the Light Gold thread around and around the
cardboard approx. 60 – 70 times.
3. Pull the tie-thread up from the middle of the
cardboard . Tie it tightly around the top of the tassel
and cut the bottom of the tassels free. Use the tails from
this thread to attach the tassel to the cushion later.
4. Take a length of Light Gold thread and wrap it
approximately 1cm below the head of the tassel.
Wrap several times to form the neck of the tassel. Tie
the ends of the binding thread together using a square
knot. You may leave the ends of the thread hanging
or bury the knot in the thickness of the other binding
threads.
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Lavender Bag
Finished size 8 x 15cm
Key & Chart:
Copper VD301 - 1 strand
Olive VD140 - 1 strand
Old Gold VD3852 - 1 strand
TASSEL

Light Gold VD3821 - 1 strand
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